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Connor and Mrs. Wilson stood watching by the sides.

Shane was recovering well. He could walk without Natalie’s help after one round. And so, he
slowly walked while holding on to the rail to regain his lower limbs muscles.

At that time, Jackson dropped by.

Natalie had Shane pause his practice, then turn to Jackson. “Dr. Baker, what are you doing
here?”

“I just dropped by to have a look and to tell Shane something important.”

Natalie glanced at Shane, then smiled as she nodded. “All right then. You guys talk, I’ll join
Conner and Mrs. Wilson.”

She strode toward Mrs. Wilson and Connor. Then the trio headed to another corner of the
physiotherapy ward.

Shane balanced himself by holding onto the rail and glanced at Jackson casually. “What do
you want to talk to me about?”

Jackson’s expression turned somber. “You knew I have been investigating for any
suspicious staff in the hospital after the incident with Mrs. Wilson. After these few days of
investigation, I caught two staff. One is a nurse, and the other is a warehouseman in charge
of the drug storage room.”
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“A warehouseman?” Shane narrowed his eyes in deep thought. He suddenly recalled
Jacqueline had asked Jackson for dangerous drugs before.

“Did that warehouseman steal drugs?” Shane asked with a darkened expression.

Jackson nodded. “He did. I’ve interrogated him. He did not know anything about drugs
whatsoever, hence the reason he was lurking in there for so long. It was to check the uses of
the drugs. However, we caught him before he could.”

Shane sneered. “It seems Jacqueline is quite cautious for her to plant a warehouseman who
didn’t know anything about drugs. She had him slowly infiltrated into the hospital so that he
won’t attract any attention. If she sent in a person with the relevant knowledge instead, we
would’ve noticed some drugs were stolen. Thereby, we would launch a broad-scale search.”

The hospital had tightened its security since Mrs. Wilson’s incident. The thief would have
been caught if they had discovered the drugs were going missing. And Jacqueline might
also be caught soon after.

“Right.” Jackson nodded with agreement.

Shane looked at him. “Did he say which drugs he was stealing?”

Jackson shook his head. “No. He merely mentioned Jacqueline had asked him to study the
drugs’ uses. She would then contact him to tell him which one to steal.”

Shane pressed his lips into a thin line. “What about the nurse?”

“She doesn’t have any important task. Her task was to watch your every movement then
report to Jacqueline,” answered Jackson. “Report?” Shane noted the word choice used.
“That means she could contact Jacqueline?”

“I’ve asked the nurse and she said Jacqueline had given her a Facebook account and asked
her to send any information she had gotten to that account. So I wager that account is
simply temporary. We have no idea where she would log in. It could be at an internet cafe or
a hotel.”

Jackson sighed. “So to track her whereabouts using the Facebook account is quite
impossible.”
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Shane massaged his temples. “Fine. Also, use your connections to contact other hospitals.”

Jackson was intelligent, so he understood Shane’s intention immediately. “Shane, are you’re
suspecting Jacqueline is targeting the other hospital drugs’ as well?”

“Since she couldn’t get the dangerous medication she had wanted dearly. Don’t you think
she will try other places?” Shane lifted his gaze to Jackson.

“That…” Jackson couldn’t manage a retort as though a lump was stuck in his throat.

Yes. Why won’t she try other places if she can’t get them here?

There was no reason for her to be tied to this hospital alone.

“Got it.” Jackson’s head ached at the thought. “I’ll contact the other hospitals immediately.”

Shane grunted an acknowledgment. “Do it secretly. Make sure no one finds out.”

“Got it.” Jackson nodded then left the ward.

Seeing Jackson had left, Natalie walked over to Shane with Connor. “Finished?”
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